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The 1 Rule You Must Never Break…
Thank you for buying this course and for choosing to invest in yourself
and in your success with women.
Just by making that choice you are already ahead of 90% of men in the
world who would rather play it safe than push themselves outside of their
comfort zone and finally get what they truly want in their dating and sex
life…
So you’re already 90% there, and this book will take you all the way to 100.
Congratulations and GET EXCITED… because the information in this book
is guaranteed to work for you!
But…
ONLY if you follow this one rule:
Never chase women.
And by “chasing” I mean doing anything at all to hit on her, impress her,
show her how much you like her, etc..
Maybe you’ve made this mistake before…
Have you ever used pickup lines or tried to hit on a woman…?
Have you ever made romantic gestures and confessed your feelings…?
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Have you ever tried to “demonstrate your value” to her…?
That’s what I mean by “chasing.”
Look, if you’ve done anything at all to pursue her… impress her… or
otherwise chase her…
STOP.
Stop chasing women, right now.
Why? Because…
If you chase something, it has no choice but to run away from you.
(and that’s true of most things in life, not just women).
You might think you’re being smooth and winning her over...
But all you’re really doing is repelling her and pushing her away from you.
Trust me, I went through a LOT of humiliation and heartbreak before I finally
“got it”
Back when I used to chase women, I almost always got rejected, walked on
and ignored…
I’ll be honest, man, I was a complete pushover!
Girls would take advantage of me… use me for drinks and dinners… and
sometimes even straight up humiliate me…
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Screw that, right?
I don’t want that for you.
WOMEN don’t want that for you (not really).
And I KNOW you don’t want that for yourself.
That’s why, in the pages that follow, I’m going to share a few simple secrets
I’ve learned that will help you avoid all of that...
But here’s the catch…
If you want any of this to work for you 100% of the time, then I need you to
make me a promise right now...
Promise me that from now on, when you like a girl, you will NEVER chase
her.
Don’t do anything that could even be interpreted as “chasing” her.
No buying her drinks, dinners or flowers just because she’s hot…
No making yourself too available for her all the time…
No confessing your feelings to her…
Always ask yourself, “who’s doing more of the chasing right now? Is it me,
or is it her?”
And if it’s you, then you need to take a big step back… and use one of my
done-for-you conversations that make her pursue you...
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Look, I’m not saying being aggressive or persistent never works with
women…
There are plenty of guys who have tried really, really hard… and finally “won
over” that girl they really wanted.
I’m just saying... if you want MY tips to work for you...
My techniques that get the hottest girls in your bed… the most amazing girls
begging to be your girlfriend… with the least amount of rejection or “work”…
Then you must follow this 1 rule:
Never chase.
Instead, you’re going to set things up so that women chase YOU.
Because once you “flip the script” like that...
Once you know how to get women chasing YOU…
Then it’s all over, man.
She’s already yours, you just don’t know it yet.
Ready to make it happen? Turn the page and get started.
Rooting for you, always.

Andrew Ryan
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1… The Erotic “Mind-F@#k”

This is so much fun, you’re never gonna stop doing it…
It’s also so freaking effective, it’s scary.
Here’s the goal…
You’re gonna take a scenario that a girl usually associates with men
chasing her… and you’re gonna flip it around into something that puts HER
into the role of chasing YOU...
Here’s how…
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You’re going to playfully accuse her of being your stalker… she’s trying to
follow you home, peep on you in the shower, get in your pants, etc…
OR… anything else that puts her in the role of peeping on you, perving on
you, etc… such as a girl catcalling you, or treating you like a male stripper, a
piece of meat, Magic Mike in a thong, etc.
Here’s why this is such a “Mind F@#k”...
Most girls - especially really hot girls - are used to guys trying to do all these
things to them…
So this is totally unexpected and they have no automatic defense for it...
It’s also incredibly disarming and fun… hardly any girl will reject you for
flirting with her like this…
Instead, she’s going to be smiling and going nuts trying to deal with you…
and playfully hitting you… getting mad because she can’t figure you out...
But there’s also an even MORE powerful effect you are creating..
On the surface, this conversation seems innocent and playful (and it is).
But beneath the surface, you are leading her mind into a “role”... a role
where she is actively pursuing you and trying to bang you…
You are creating a make-believe scenario, JUST for fun…. where she is the
chaser, you are the one being chased (perfect)...
And even though it’s only imaginary…
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When you lead her MIND in that direction, her BODY is going to follow
(which is why she’ll start to laugh, blush… her heart will race… she’ll get
turned on… etc).
Technique - Lead the Mind and the Body Will Follow
This is a powerful concept and you can use in a LOT of different ways...
The mind and body are connected. You know this already, because every
time you think about something that scares you, you feel an emotion in your
body… the same way that imagining something happy, or sexy, or awkward
makes you feel things too...
Why is this important? Because…
If you lead the mind, the body will follow.
And when you’re talking to a girl, if you lead her mind into a role of “chasing”
you, and wanting you sexually, and trying to sleep with you, etc…
Her body will follow along and she’ll start facing you more… leaning in to get
closer… touching you… wanting to kiss you…
And at the same time, she will FEEL excited… flustered… aroused… etc.
Make sense?
The best part is, it’s really easy and fun, for you and for her. It’s super
simple when you see it in action, and very playful.
Here are some things you’re gonna be saying in the beginning:
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“So I was worried that if I didn’t come over here and say hi you might follow
me home later.”
“Oh wow, nice to finally meet you… do I look as good up close as from your
binoculars…?”
“I have to admit, you’re way cuter than my last stalker… are you single or do
you follow multiple guys?”
“Can’t choose just one guy to stalk? It’s cool, I get it, I’m the same way,
scared of commitment…”
“Hey have you guys met my new stalker Andrea? She’s adorable…
binoculars and love letters and everything, how cute is she?”
Or, instead of her stalking you, she’s just a pervy girl trying to pick you up…
“Is that your pickup line? Do you say that to all the guys?”
“Okay, hit me with your best pickup line, I wanna hear it.”
“Don’t you think it’s sexist that women aren’t allowed to approach men and
hit on them? Go ahead, try to pick me up… I believe in you.”
“Are you trying to seduce me? Because that would be super.”
“If you’re trying to turn me on it’s kinda working…”
“Woah are you touching me already? Slow down you perv, we just met, at
least buy me a drink first.”
“I’m gonna need to feel trust before you just touch my body like that…”
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“You girls have such one-track minds…”
“Ahem… excuse me… my eyes are up here.”
“Did you just touch my ass?”
“Are you sexually harassing me right now?”
*Important - this is all tongue-in-cheek humor, nothing is serious at this
point.
You’ll know it’s working when…
She starts playing along with you. Some girls are clever and can really
make it fun, others are not that clever but will still laugh and play into the
role…
Either way, once she’s having fun talking to you and buying into the “role”
you set for her, you’re gonna want to step things up a notch and start getting
to know her for real.
However - and this is IMPORTANT - you never want to “milk” this topic for
too long, or else you’re just trying too hard and breaking our number 1 rule
of “never chasing”...
So instead, you transition away from it in a playful way.
For example, getting to know her for real:
“Ok so what do you do, anyways? When you’re not hiding in my closet and
collecting pieces of my hair for your shrine to me, of course”
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“Alright miss stalker, who the hell are you and why am I having so much fun
talking to you right now?”
“Well I’m sure you already know every private detail of MY life, so… let’s
talk about YOU, you’ve got me all curious about you now...”
Once you’re really getting to know her, drop the “stalker” thing, don’t ride it
into the ground… but if she brings it back up, that’s fine, have fun with it.
In fact, if she brings it up again without you saying it first, it’s definitely “on.”
Here’s what you need to know next…
If you want to get her number and see her later, say something like this to
lock-in all the positive, sexual emotions you created, so they stick in her
mind until the next time you see her again:
“You’re actually a lot of fun, let’s hang out again soon… here’s my number,
just text me when you’re outside my window later and I’ll do a little strip
tease for ya.”
“If I give you my number, do you promise you’ll text every hour on the
hour?”
“Ok I’m gonna give you my number… but you’re only allowed to text me one
selfie a day, deal?”
(remember - everything is framed around her chasing you - so she’s gonna
be the one to text you all day, send tons of pics, peep in your window, etc)
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If you want to keep talking and hook up with her the same night, say
something like this to get her alone somewhere to talk further and get
physical...
“Hey, let’s go talk somewhere more quiet… but still in public, in case you try
to jump my bones or something…”
To turn her on and kiss her…
“Aren’t you worried that I’m never gonna put out, and you’re gonna get so
sexually frustrated you just explode…?”
“I know that look… you’re totally thinking about kissing me, aren’t you?”
“Are you thinking naughty thoughts again? I thought we talked about this…
alright fine, come here… you can kiss me.”
“So here I am… you’ve tracked me down, followed me, hit on me, seduced
me, gotten me all vulnerable and alone… what do you wanna do now?” ;-)
To take her home with you…
“Omg you ARE gonna follow me home, aren’t you… ok, look, you can come
over for one drink, but don’t get any wild ideas…”
“Ok, you can come over, but just promise you’ll make me feel comfortable
before you jump my bones, okay?”
“Just promise you won’t tie my ropes too tight this time...“
“If I invite you over, do you promise to behave?”
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*REMEMBER - the reason this is such a “mind-fuck” is because girls especially really hot girls - are used to guys trying to do all of this to them to pick them up, follow them home, catcall them, etc…
And when YOU do it in a playful, innocent, confident way, it scrambles their
signals a little bit (in a very pleasant, exciting way).
Just imagine… you’re gonna be taking her by the hand… kissing her...
leading her somewhere private… getting her incredibly fired up and turned
on…
… and all the while accusing HER of doing it to YOU…
You’re just the innocent victim ;-)
Have fun with this one, there’s SO many different ways you can play around
with the concept.
*IMPORTANT - if you ever go too far and she’s turned off by something you
said, say something genuine like this and it’ll usually get you out of trouble:
“Listen, I’m just playing, I’m not serious… to be honest, I actually have had a
real stalker before so I shouldn’t joke around like this, I was just trying to
laugh with you and not take life too seriously ya know?”
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2… The “Sexual Power Switch”

This conversation is all about power, so let me explain what I mean by that
first.
In every social interaction you ever have, there is always a balance of
power.
This is true at work, in school, with friends and family…
When you have the power, life is easy. Girls are nicer to you, they try harder
in conversation, they make it much more obvious how they feel about you...
However…
When you give up your power, shit gets really hard.
For example...
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If you are in the “friend zone,” or you’ve been rejected, broken up with, etc…
then the girl has more power than you.
This is also true in committed relationships…
If the balance of power in your relationship gets thrown off too far, the
relationship usually fails.
Whatever the case may be, if you want to reverse things, so she becomes
attracted to you and starts chasing you…
Then YOU need to be the one with more power.
That’s what the “Sexual Power Switch” does for you.
And you’re gonna do it all without sounding like a dick or a domineering,
controlling person (which will only backfire on you).
Here’s what you need to know:
1… When you react to her, she has the power. Don’t fall into that dynamic
or strengthen it.
Avoid - acting deferential… making meaningless small talk… complimenting
her… letting yourself be told what to do… etc.
2… When SHE reacts to you… you have the power. You want to constantly
reinforce this - that you are the one calling the shots, not her...
Look for the first opportunity to make her react to you… or to act out some
type of defiance or denial…
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For example… go to shake her hand, then when she reaches for it… pull
back and tease her for a second.
For example… worried about being put in the friend zone? Do it to her first “That’s it, missy… I’m gonna have to put you in the friend-zone… no sex for
you, sorry.”
For example… girl tells you “I’m not gonna sleep with you…” - you say “Did I
ever say I wanted to?” - “What makes you think you could even handle it if
we did?”
3… Humor is crucial to making it work - without a sense of humor you get
unpredictable, unpleasant responses.
That’s the key to the whole thing - defiance and light humor.
Here’s a list of examples for you:
“Remind me again… why in the world would I wanna be seen with a huge
dork like you…?”
“I’m so glad we’re just friends, can you imagine if sex was involved? We’d
never be able to think straight.”
“Clearly we’re never gonna get along. We’re just gonna fight all the time.
And I’ll win of course…”
“Let’s be BFFN’s - best friends for now…”
You want to establish what we call a “power frame” - where you are the one
leading and she is the one following.
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Another good way to do that is to make her qualify herself to you - tell you
why she is good enough to be talking to you, why she is date-able, why she
is attractive, etc…
Again - humor is the way to go - otherwise you’ll just sound aggressive or
mean.
Examples…
“I’m kinda curious… what kind of girl are you? Good, bad, troublesome,
sweet… crazy psycho barbie doll? Haha just kidding.. Tell me more :)”
“You’re trouble, aren’t you… I can’t be seen talking to you.”
“You’re not one of those crazy girls are you…? I’m totally not supposed to
date girls like you anymore.”
Another good way to reinforce the “power frame” is to get her to do things
for you, follow your lead, etc…
“Hey can you hand me that drink, thanks.”
“Hold this for me real quick? You’re the best.”
“Hey can I see your hand real quick?” (take her by the hand and twirl her in
a circle) - “Haha that’s perfect. Lovely, just lovely. Anyways...”
“Hey, stand right here for me? Perfect… you look even cuter in that light.
Anyways…”
And you never want her to be certain about where she stands with you…
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Maybe you want her, or maybe you don’t…
That’s what will make her start chasing you - so she can “figure you out” and
feel certain.
But don’t let her feel certain until she’s shown that she’s definitely interested
in you! Then, and only then, can you start tempting her hard and being more
sexual.
Here’s a good technique for being sexual without getting shut down or
sounding creepy - frame it in the “negative”... as in, “don’t do this, we can’t,
etc…”
For example…
“Don’t even think about it…” (girl - what?) - “Don’t even think about kissing
me right now…”
“Stop being so cute… if we weren’t BFF’s I might have to sneak a kiss from
you…”
“Nope, don’t even think about it… we can’t ruin this perfect platonic
friendship with kinky hot sex, I wouldn’t let you do that to us…”
“We totally shouldn’t be talking about this…”
“OMG you are bad… stop making me think these things… I’m just an
innocent man.”
The “Douchebag Destroyer” lines...
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Is another guy trying to compete with you and steal her attention away?
Remember - you lose power if you are forced to react to someone else.
Instead, make them react to you… and control the situation.
Say something like this, turn your back, and lead the girl away....
“Wow dude you’re being kinda needy right now”
“Relax man, you’re cool, we like you.”
“No thanks man, you’re not really my type, I’m into girls.”
“Hey man it was nice to meet you, later...”
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3… The “Emotional Rollercoaster”

Emotions are like drugs and they can be just as addictive.
If you’ve ever been in a “rollercoaster relationship” then you know what I
mean.
One day you’re fighting… then you’re fucking… then fighting again…
Then you’re breaking up… then making up… etc.
It feels like you’re going through these constant emotional HIGHS and
LOWS…
And the lows suck… but they make the highs feel that much better…
enough to justify doing it over and over again…
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This is the same pattern of behavior (and the same brain chemistry) that
you see in addicts.
I’m not saying it’s healthy... but it sure as hell ain’t boring!
You can use this same back and forth dynamic to spice up your
conversations with women, in a fun, playful, harmless way.
This is the cure for “boring” conversations… and how you can make her
addicted and want to keep coming back for more…
Technique - The “Rollercoaster effect”
You want to establish an emotional “back and forth” dynamic with her… and
make it fun for you both.
So you’re gonna strike a balance between pushing her away, and pulling
her back in… like a rollercoaster going up and downhill...
For example, pushing her away…
“You’re way too young for me.”
“You're too old for me.”
“You're too nice/mean for me.”
“I would be so bad for you…”
“There's some really nice guys over there why don't you go talk to them?”
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“You're fired.”
“We're through, I'm leaving you.”
“We're broken up now.”
“That’s it, I'm divorcing you... you can keep the beach house but I'm taking
the dog.”
“I'm too high maintenance for you.”
“I said I wouldn’t date bad girls anymore. Get out of here.”
“I’m going to have to ask you to leave”
“Don’t say anything, you’re cute. You’ll mess it all up.”
“You must’ve driven your parents crazy.”
“Isn’t it a school night? Do your parents know where you are?”
“Your parents would never approve of this.”
“You are taking this way too seriously.”
“You’re messing it all up. You’re back to square one with me missy.”
“That’s it. You lost me. I’m not talking to you for two minutes.”
“Let’s play a game. Let’s see how long you can hold your breath.”
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“Where’s your off button?”
“You’re dead to me.”
“I’m high maintenance. You need to wine me and dine me.”
“I’m emotionally unavailable.”
“You know what, I can already tell that we’d never get along… we’re
probably gonna fight all the time. And I’ll win.”
For example, pulling her in...
“Did we just have our first fight? come here, gimme a hug.”
“If you're trying to make me smile it's totally working.”
“You are too cute/fun/awesome, stop it, no fair… stop making me like you
like that.”
“How dare you make me fall for you like that!”
“OMG I think I'm in love.”
“Ok you're totally winning me over now, keep it up.”
“You are so fucking mine ;)”
You can even push/pull at the same time, in the same sentence… which is
super fun/confusing/exciting for her.
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“You know, you're a cool girl… I don’t care what your friends say about you.”
“You’re so totally adorable, like a puppy. Bad puppy, you’re always trying to
slobber on me!”
“I feel like I can trust you…with nothing.”
“You’re so fun and cute… for a nerdy girl.”
“You’re a scorpio? I’m a gemini… you know what that means right?
Constant bickering and fighting… great make-up sex, though.”
“So should we hyphenate your last name or do you wanna take mine? What
kind of wedding should we have?”
*Note - it’s always a great idea to involve marriage/wedding images when
you’re flirting with her…
Most girls have been programmed since birth to feel a pleasurable squirt of
emotion whenever they fantasize about their wedding day…
You’re just tapping into something that already exists in her imagination.
IMPORTANT - remember the #1 rule - never chase.
So, if she starts pulling away… acting like a brat, etc… let her. Don’t try to
pull her back in - instead, push her away even more.
“See darling... this is why we can’t have nice things.”
“Jeez you always ruin everything, this is why we break up all the time.”
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“Well you sure know how to ruin a sweet moment.”
In the same way, any time she’s nice to you, chasing you, etc… pull her in
more - reward her for chasing you.
“OMG hold on, let me call my mom, I have to tell her I found the one... are
you good with parents? My dad is gonna love you, you’re perfect.”
“You’re amazing. Marry me now. Let’s run off to Vegas and get hitched.”
The more and more you keep the Emotional Rollercoaster going up and
down like this… the more excited and turned on she’ll get.
Just make sure that you don’t “play it out” and talk forever… recognize when
she’s turned on and attracted to you, and then make a move to take things
to the next level…
Otherwise you’re gonna give her the female equivalent of “blue balls” and
she’ll be so turned on and sexually frustrated, she’ll go find another guy who
can make it happen for her.
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4… The “Love Cocktail”

This is similar to #3, but this time, you’re not gonna push her away that
hard…
Instead, you’re going to continually pull her in and really amp up the
romantic, positive, loving feelings that are normally associated with love and
intimacy.
This takes three things…
One, a sense of humor - you can’t be too serious about it, or it will seem like
you are coming on way too strong and trying way too hard, being clingy,
etc… which is a huge turn-off.
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That’s why most of the examples I’ll give you are super cheesy and
over-the-top romantic - there’s no way she can take you seriously, but at the
same time, you’re still getting through to her imagination.
Two, finesse - you need to be aware of how she is feeling and only move
forward as fast or slow as she feels comfortable and is playing along with
you...
Three, I’m going to introduce you to a technique called “qualifying” - this will
make her feel incredibly special, like you share a powerful emotional bond.
For that reason, I don’t recommend you do this with a girl unless you are
serious about her and want to form a relationship.
Remember - when your conversation is playful on the surface, you disarm
the critical filter in her mind that wants to reject you, shut you down and
keep you both from having this great experience together…
And once her filter is disarmed, her mind is open… and you are free to slip
inside and give her wonderful images that feel amazing…
The best way to do that? Take on the role of lovers - like a girlfriend and
boyfriend just falling in love, or a husband and wife in their honeymoon
phase.
Examples...
“Darling, look at the stars... aren’t they just perfect.”
“Baby, hold my hand, tell me you’ll never leave me, not ever.”
“I’ll be right back… promise you’ll wait for me, my love.”
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“Let’s go for a romantic first date… to the bar… whiskey shots good for you
my love?”
“Don’t laugh but… I’m actually a huge softie, I’m super sensitive… don’t tell
anyone, it’ll ruin my bad boy reputation”
“See, this is why we’re perfect for each other.”
“Don’t break my heart like that baby!”
“I can’t wait to introduce you to my mom, you’re just so perfect, ready to join
the family my dear?”
“Just wait until we travel the world together and become instagram
famous… we’ll make everyone jealous with our perfect idealistic
relationship.”
“Hey there my one-and-only true love… let’s get a drink together and
discuss honeymoon plans.”
“So… Paris for our honeymoon? Or Hawaii? You choose.”
“That’s it, we’re broken up. But darling, I will forgive you if you let me,
because true love means never having to say you’re sorry.”
Really hit on all the “honeymoon phase” images and emotions… and really
cheese it up with lots of hugging, hand holding, etc.
Now, you don’t want to cheese it up like this forever, or it starts to sound
corny real fast…
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The point is, you want her to cheese it up WITH you and start to play
along… so she feels a little bit of those romantic feelings.
THEN… you want to lock it in and really dial up the emotional bonding with
a technique called qualifying.
This is how you take things from ”just flirting and playing around” to “holy
crap we really do like each other, this is amazing…”
Here’s how it works...
Technique - Qualifying
You want her to feel like she has earned this affection from you - that she is
truly special to you, not just a random girl you’re flirting with.
And in order for that to happen, she needs to know that you like her for
qualities other than just her looks.
Qualifying is a technique that makes that happen. Salesmen use it all the
time, it’s a great psychological tool for bonding and getting people into the
mode of saying YES to you (and feeling great about it).
You’re showing her that she has matched up with your “qualifications” for a
girl… which means you have CHOSEN her, for a reason.
There are several ways to do this.
1 - Ask her a question that gets her to qualify herself - you want her to tell
you something attractive about herself, something she really wants you to
like about her.
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Here’s an example...
“You know, there are a lot of women here, and I could be talking to any of
them… and I’m sure they are amazing people and all that, but… for some
reason I’m really drawn to you. I’m having a great time here, I don’t really
want to talk to anyone else… and I’m not sure why, there’s just something
about you that makes me feel really comfortable… it’s really easy for me to
talk to you… and I don’t know why that is, I’m so curious - what would you
say is your most positive quality? I mean, if you had to say one thing, what
would it be?”
Imagine asking her that, right when you are already flirting and she kinda
likes you. And she wants you to like her back.
So she’s gonna think to herself “what can I tell this guy that will make him
like me more?”
Then she’s gonna start telling you about herself, and hoping that you like
her and accept her for those reasons.
And when you do like her (just say “wow that’s really cool, I like that about
you”) she’s gonna feel like she’s special to you, and different.
Another example of a question that gets her to qualify herself (sell herself to
you):
“You know, I wasn’t sure what you’d be like before I came over here, but
you’re actually really fun and easy to talk to… and I’m kinda curious about
you now… what’s something really interesting about you?”
Another example…
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“Alright, seriously though… I’m so curious… who the hell are you and why
am I having so much fun talking to you right now?”
Just make sure that whatever she tells you… you accept her for it.
Otherwise she’ll feel like she put herself on the line and got rejected.
But… when she sells herself to you and you accept her for it… she’ll like
she’s won you over with her personality, NOT her looks.
This is really important since a lot of really attractive women are used to
men valuing them only for their looks, and they get sick of it real fast.
This will set you apart and distinguish you as a classy guy who has
standards, who filters his options, and who has chosen this one particular
girl because she’s special and different.
This is how people start to fall in love, so be careful, and make sure it’s
genuine and you’re not just faking it to get laid - if you do fake it, she’ll figure
it out pretty fast and get creeped out.
Here’s another way to qualify her and make her feel special like that:
2… make a statement about her in the form of a “self-fulfilling-prophecy”
This is when you tell her something that you really like about her, and she
accepts it - which then causes her to act in that way around you, because
she knows you like that about her and it makes her feel unique and special.
For example...
“You know, there’s a lot of really cute, interesting girls here at the bar, but
I’m just really having a great time talking to you… I’m not sure if anyone has
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ever told you this before, but for me, it feels like you’re really open and that’s
so refreshing, a lot of women are really closed off… so, I appreciate that.
Would you say that’s true?”
You want to end the statement with a question that invites her to say YES…
because once she says yes, she is an open type of person… she will start
to act consistent and actually become more open around you.
When she accepts your statement as being true, she has bought into the
idea of being that way around you.
Plus, she’ll feel like you recognized something valuable about her that no
one else understands, and you both now share a special connection.
You would feel the same way if you liked a girl, and she went out of her way
to recognize something unique about you that she appreciated, that made
you different from other guys around her.
Make sense?
Another example...
“OMG know what I really like about you? You’re so bold… like, you don’t
filter yourself at all, you just say what’s on your mind and don’t try to censor
it… and I really like that, it’s refreshing, it makes me feel comfortable around
you… but I mean, that’s just my impression, I could be wrong… would you
say that’s true?”
Another example…
“Know what I just realized about you? And correct me if I’m wrong, I know
we just met and all that, but… I get a feeling that you’re a really
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spontaneous, adventurous girl… like, you don’t just settle for the same night
over and over, you like to do new things and make your own decisions…
that’s just the feeling I get from talking to you.. Does that make any sense at
all?”
The key is to make it open-ended and positive - something that will feel
good for her to say YES to - and to make it vague enough that she can’t
definitively say no.
You accept her for being something, and once she steps into that frame,
she feels like she has to be that person in order to be accepted, so she
becomes that person around you, and feels really special and lucky to be
with you.
Once you do this, you shouldn’t be shocked when she really starts to open
up to you and feel emotionally close… as if you’ve known each other for a
long time.
And of course, be prepared to open up and be genuine with her as well.
Other great qualities to look for in her:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Open
Fun
Intelligent
Adventurous
Spontaneous
Confident
Sexually confident
Easy to talk to
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Finally - here’s a great qualifying statement to say to an extremely good
looking girl:
“I bet a lot of people don’t realize how smart you are…”
This is a truism for a lot of really hot women - they wish more people would
recognize them for being smart (instead of a hot piece of ass).
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5… The “Jealousy Dirty Bomb”

This one is devastating when used correctly.
Jealousy is one of the most powerful aphrodisiacs in the world.
You may already know this, if you’ve ever been jealous before (we all have,
its a basic human emotion that cant be avoided).
Think about your ex who broke up with you, or the girl who rejected you for
someone else, or the one that cheated, went with another guy, etc…
In a weird way, thinking about her with another guy probably made you want
her more than you reasonably should…
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Well, in women it can be even crazier. Girls can be very competitive. They
often do certain things and dress certain ways, not to impress guys... but to
be cooler/hotter/better than other girls…
And when two or more girls start fighting over the same guy, and that guy is
you... it’s over.
Take your pick, you win.
How? Several ways…
1… you can put her in the role of your platonic friend or “wing girl,” and have
her help you pick up chicks.
You really can’t lose here, no matter what she says...
If she says no, she doesn’t want to be your friend or your wing girl… then
she’s basically admitting that she wants you for herself… she’s put herself
out there for you and made the first move - and you can easily get her
turned on chasing you from there.
But if she says okay to being a friend or a wing girl...
Then now you have permission to talk to other girls in front of her… even
her friends… to do everything you would to do HER… to other girls right in
her face…
It’s playful and fun, and uncertain enough that you might be kidding - maybe
you like her, maybe you don’t…
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...and it’s easy to start making her jealous and wondering why you don’t
want to be with HER instead of these other girls..
She’ll be thinking “why doesn’t he want me?”... “what does this other girl
have that I don’t?” … “am I not good enough for him?”... “what can I do to
show him I’m good enough…”
NOTE - you really only want to use this on really hot girls… if you do it to a
less attractive girl you could really hurt her self-esteem.
But with a really hot girl - she’s probably not used to being ignored and
treated like a friend or a wing-girl… she’s used to getting what she wants
from men…
And that’s why this will throw her off balance and get her chasing you to try
and win you over...
Examples…
“You are so cute! Wanna be my wing girl and help me pick up chicks?”
(always good to use “cute” or “pretty” or “nice,” instead of hot, beautiful,
gorgeous - shows you dont put her on a pedestal like other guys do)
“You’re so great… you’re like my bratty little sister.”
“So when are you gonna introduce me to some of your hot single friends?”
“Hey do you see any girls in here that would be good for me? Wanna hook
me up and introduce me?”
“Let’s go find you a man… and you can find me a girl.”
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“Aww could you be any more adorable? How are you single… let’s go find
you a nice guy to date…”
“Alright, it’s clearly easy for you to find a guy… so help me out here, help
me find a cute girl to talk to…”
“Can you do me a favor? Go over there and meet those girls for me, and
bring them over. I’ll be over here getting the next round of drinks for you.
Thanks best friend!”
“Hey what do you think about that girl, for me? Think she’s my type?”
“Did we just become best friends? High five!”
“Lets be bffn's... best friends for now…”
“Ok we are clearly terrible for each other so... let's just be friends. Come on,
new best friend, help me meet some nice sweet girls I can take home to
mama.”
“This is never gonna work so... i'm gonna have to put you in the friend zone,
sorry. but at least we wont complicate things with sexual tension.”
NOTE - make sure the girls you are talking to are in the same “league” as
the girl you are trying to make jealous… if they are way less attractive than
her, she won’t feel jealous and will probably feel sorry for you, like you are
beneath her.
TIP - here’s a sneaky-but-effective move…
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Introduce her to a guy that you know will be shy, awkward, nerdy, etc… and
walk away for a minute, leave them to talk.
She’ll stay for at least a moment, just to be polite… and she will be
comparing him to you the entire time, and missing the hell out of you (since
you’re freaking awesome, duh).
Best case - she instantly thinks you are 10X more attractive, for no extra
work on your part.
Worst case - her and the nerdy guy actually hit off and wind up dating each
other… in which case, you’re awesome and you just hooked two people up,
they owe you!
The Turning Point…
You know the jealousy bomb has worked when she starts doing things to try
to change your mind about her…
She’ll start flirting with you, touching you, trying to hold your attention and
keep you from looking at other girls…
From there, you want to switch gears and let her know that it’s working yes, she is winning you over and you are starting to like her…
You won’t have to do much at this point, since she will be fired up and
boiling over with jealousy… and desperate to make you hers…
So just turn up the sexuality and get her alone somewhere.
For example…
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“Remind me again… why are we not dating?”
“Pretty sure I just realized we’re totally perfect for each other… why didn’t
you tell me!”
“You know, you’re actually pretty sexy… can’t believe I didn’t see it before.”
“Are you thinking what I’m thinking…?”
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6… The “Bad Girl Confessional”

There’s a reason characters like Harley Quinn are so popular with girls…
It’s because she gives women permission to be BAD… and being bad feels
really, really good.
So, in this one, you’re gonna bring out her bad girl side… the part of her that
wants to break the rules, get in trouble and do naughty things with guys...
And you’re gonna get her to associate those feelings with being around
you…
Every girl has a naughty side… but most of the time, she keeps it hidden
away for fear of looking slutty, easy, or sleazy.
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When you can bring out her naughty side right away, while also making her
feel safe and comfortable about it… you can give her an experience no guy
has ever given her before.
In order for that to happen, she needs to feel like it’s safe and acceptable to
be naughty around you… even expected, and totally normal.
And she needs to know that you won’t judge her negatively.
Here’s a great technique that covers all your bases…
Technique - Future Pacing
This means, you talk about things you and her will do together in the
future…
And those things are all bad, naughty, criminal, insane, etc...
It doesn’t matter if you actually do them, or even if they are realistic at all…
because it’s all the same to her imagination…
You’re just trying to unlock her inner “Harley Quinn” and set her loose...
Describe scenarios of you and her doing something bad and crazy
together… and get her input, so you create it together…
Then, take her somewhere to do something “bad” like hook up in an
alleyway… or let yourself in somewhere you’re not supposed to be...
*Disclaimer - I’m not condoning anything illegal. Be careful.
For example, tell her you’re gonna be partners in crime.
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“I can already tell, we are gonna get in so much trouble together…”
“What kinda trouble should we get in tonight…”
“What’s the craziest thing you’ve done lately… and how can we top that
right now?”
“You’re a rule-breaker, aren’t you? Okay, you be Bonnie and I’ll be Clyde…
who are we robbing first?”
“You’re twisted! Will you be my Harley Quinn? Let’s go rob a bank together
and then have crazy hot sex on a pile of money.”
“You seem really cool! But then again, we did just meet… you could still turn
out to be, like, a voodoo witch who steals men’s souls, or something…
which would be super hot, by the way...”
“How adventurous are you on a scale of 1 to let’s get in a bar fight right
now.”
“You seem crazy… in the best way.”
“Alright bad girl, I’m gonna need to watch out for you...”
“You’re twisted. And I love it…”
“Ok naughty girl… be nice to me, I’m just an innocent man who likes vanilla
ice cream and missionary sex with the lights off… don’t corrupt me too fast,
okay?”
“You’re such a bad influence…”
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“I can’t even tell anymore… am I a bad influence on you, or are you a bad
influence on me? We’re gonna cause such a ruckus later…”
“I bet you don’t meet very many guys who know how to handle you… do
you?”
“I would be so bad for you… and you’d be so bad for me. Let’s get into
some trouble tonight.”
“Hey troublemaker… what’s going on in that naughty little brain of yours?”
Tips:
- Get her to qualify herself to you as a badass, rulebreaker, etc..
- Accept her for being a wild child, crazy, hard to handle, brat, etc..
- You want the vibe to feel like you and her are the only ones who get
each other… no one else can handle you… its us against the world
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7… The “Kinky Explorer”

This one takes the most balls and sexual confidence to pull it off… but that’s
also why it’s the most powerful.
This will be about dominance and submission.
First, let’s understand exactly what I mean by that.
For most straight women, dominance is a huge turn on (if this is news to
you, then get excited, I’m about to open up a whole new world for you).
Even if a woman is totally dominant and “Type-A” in every other aspect of
her life, most of the time, she wants a man to take control in the bedroom…
She doesn’t want a guy who asks her what to do… she wants you to just
KNOW what to do… and to toss her around and have your way with her…
And that kind of dominance can range from just a little light slapping, hair
pulling and hard fucking…
All the way to BDSM, ball gags, collars and leashes, etc...
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Millions of women masturbate to stories with rape and bondage fantasies for
this precise reason.
It’s not literally about the rape/pain - it’s about being dominated, in body,
mind and soul.
And if you show a woman that you are that kind of guy just by the way you
talk to her…
If your conversation follows the dominant/submissive dynamic right from the
start... you can turn her on and get her into bed very, very quickly...
Once you understand how, you can help a woman experience a deep,
explosive, incredible pleasure she may never get from any other guy.
CAUTION - this can only happen under the context of RESPECT and
CONSENT.
Also, it can only happen when she willingly gives up control and allows you
to dominate her (mentally, at first… then physically, later).
She has to say “yes” and give her permission… and she has to know that if
she ever says “no,” you will stop.
For those reasons, it’s very important that you encourage her to say “Yes” at
every step of the conversation, starting right from the beginning…
Technique - The “Yes Ladder”
Right from the start of the conversation, you are going to start asking her
questions that you know she will say “Yes” to…
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And you are going to keep escalating things, with her saying “yes” at every
step… all the way until you’re in bed together and she’s saying “yes…
YES… YES DADDY.”
If she’s done something like this before, she’ll recognize what you’re doing
and instantly get turned on...
If she hasn’t done anything like this before, you’re gonna be helping her to
explore her kinky side, maybe even for the first time (hence the name “kinky
explorer”)...
That’s why you wanna start off with very innocent “yes” questions, and then
escalate things “up the ladder,” slow or fast, depending on how comfortable
she is. For example…
“You probably like guys who are confident, right?”
“Do you like it when a guy takes the lead?”
“Do you think it feels good to have a guy be a little rough in bed?”
“Like, maybe a little hair pulling, spanking, you’re into that right?”
“What about choking, do you like that?”
“No? What about spanking? Tell me, I’m so curious…”
Here’s another good method to help things move forward:
Technique - The False Choice
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This is where you give her a question that sounds like a choice, but is really
LEADING her to answer the way you want her to answer…
So you’re almost 100% sure of what she’s gonna say… but you’re not
forcing her to say it, you’re inviting her to go that way on her own…
And you can help her to bring out some of her Kinky side that she may not
know how to explore on her own...
For example...
“Would you say that you’re super boring and vanilla… or more on the kinky
side?”
“Like… straight missionary with the lights off and no talking… or, more fun
and exciting?”
“Do you think it’s hot to call a guy “Master”? No? Hmm so what do you think
is hot to call a guy, then? Aside from my name, of course ;-) Daddy? Sir?”
“I mean, so many girls keep telling me about 50 Shades of Grey, but they
can’t even handle a little light biting and choking… what about you, what are
your kinks? You tell me yours, I’ll tell you mine.”
As you dive deeper and explore this conversation, you can continue to
establish your dominant role by explaining things to her and “teaching” her a
little bit…
And encouraging her to share things with you, so you can listen to what she
really likes and connect with her more deeply…
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For example, here are a few perspectives that I really love sharing with girls,
because they are different than what many people expect… and they get
her to start opening up and buying into my point of view...
“I’m so fascinated by the concept of dominance and submission… I mean, is
it really so bad, like some people say it is? Being ravished yet respected,
punished yet pleasured, to have your very soul adventured and adored… I
love that… what about you, what do you think?”
“Someone told me this once, and it’s just always stuck in my mind and
changed the way I approach a relationship… they told me - Respect the
woman, desire the slut, and cherish the princess… then you have the mind,
body and soul - and I just think that’s so beautiful, it’s not sleazy or
judgmental at all, like some people think... What about you, what do you
think?”
“You know what’s so fascinating to me? People think being submissive is
about losing your freedom, but in reality, the submissive is the one in
control… she’s completely an individual. And what I value the most is that,
with her freedom, of all the things she could choose to do… she chooses to
kneel before me… I think that is so fucking sexy… what do you think? Tell
me…”
“You know, a lot of people think being submissive is all about being
humiliated and abused, but I couldn’t disagree with that more… I think the
most beautiful part of a woman being submissive is that she’s a free spirit,
she’s not bound under a collar and chain. In fact, she’s already bound by
the trials of her life and she’s freeing herself from that… from her job, her
friends, her family… she’s freeing herself to be the person she wants to be.”
“I’m going to fuck you like the slut you know you wanna be… and then hold
you like the princess you are.”
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You can also help her open up by making an educated guess or a
self-fulfilling prophecy about her…
“I have a sneaking suspicion about you… I bet you’re a lot more kinky and
adventurous than you let on… I’m so curious, tell me something that really
turns you on.”
“I could be wrong, but… there’s something really sexy and sensual about
you that none of these other girls really have going on… that makes me feel
so comfortable with you, it’s really refreshing… tell me, what’s something
that really turns you on about a guy?”
“I’m gonna guess… that you’re a boss-ass CEO in the boardroom… but in
the bedroom, you’d rather not be the one in control… would you say that’s
true?”
(this is true of many powerful women - they want to submit in bed)
IMPORTANT - take your time and get her “yes” at every step.
A good “dom” knows how to invite the sub to say “yes” to everything he’s
doing… all the way until she’s screaming YES in bed because it feels so
good.
Here’s an example of how things might go from regular conversation to
highly sexual, all the while, patiently getting her to say “yes”...
Imagine you’re alone together and starting to get physical, looking her dead
in the eyes, being very seductive and masculine.
“Do you trust me?” (yes)
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“Ok, here’s what’s gonna happen… I’m gonna do whatever I want… and
you are gonna do whatever I say… okay?” (yes)
“And you can say ‘stop’ at any time, and I’ll stop… but we both know you
want me to keep going, isn’t that right?” (yes)
*at this point you might start touching her, kissing her, etc… doing whatever
you want, like you just told her you were gonna do… and you’ll keep talking
to her and getting more “Yes” answers from her…
“Doesn’t that feel so good?” (yes)
“It’s good to feel pleasure isn’t it?” (yes)
“You love how that feels don’t you?” (yes)
“Are you gonna be a good girl for daddy?” (yes)
“Is my little kitten ready to serve?” (yes)
“You’re fucking mine and you love it, don’t you?” (yes)
Take this as far as you want, as long as it’s YES the whole way and you’ve
established trust and consent…
The best part is… you can do all of this with only your words, without ever
touching her.
Some girls can even be brought to orgasm, just by walking her up the “yes”
ladder all the way...
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Either way, she’s gonna have an explosion of erotic thoughts in her mind you are basically starting foreplay right from hello - which is how it always
should be.
And just imagine… you could be secretly having this naughty, kinky
conversation right in the middle of a bar or restaurant… where no one else
has any idea what’s going on, except you and her…
How exciting is that?!
More Notes:
- A lot of your terminology will become “possessive” - as in, “mine” - “my
sex kitten” - “my good little slave” - “my fuck toy” - etc… you wanna
communicate that you OWN her (and she’s given you permission to
own her, so take control)
- “Yes” is the basic answer, but you can also get her to say “yes daddy,”
“yes sir”, “yes master,” etc… whatever she wants to call you
- She might wanna call you Daddy… Master… Sir… or anything else
that gives you power and control over her.
- And she might wanna be called Kitten… Princess.. Slut… Slave… it’s
all part of the exploration ;-)
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One More Thing...
Thank you, once again, for buying this book and investing in yourself, and
your success with women.
Now there’s only one more thing to do… go forth and use this information to
bring women incredible pleasure, and live the dating and sex life you’ve
always wanted, but maybe haven’t been able to create just yet.
I’ve done it myself and worked with thousands of guys just like you, so trust
me when I say that YES, the dating and sex life you’ve always dreamed of
is possible… and easier than you ever imagined.
Use the conversations and techniques in this book as your tools to build
whatever kind of life you want for yourself.
And when you do, email me and share your story, I always love hearing
from badass, action-taking people like you.
If you don’t know my email, then get on my free email list and reply to one of
my daily emails - you can sign up at www.singleguyguide.com
Even better, find me on Youtube and leave a comment - The Single Guy’s
Guide.
Now, it’s time for you to get out there and make some girl’s day today.
To your success,
- Andrew Ryan
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